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the volume of exports of agricultural products has gone
down only by 16 per cent., the value of those exports has
gone down by nearly 60 per cent. That is to say, the
agriculturist's income may be said to be only two-fifths
of what it was five years ago. It has been computed that
with the agriculturist his fixed charges—rent, water rate,
and so on—take up 22| per cent, of his income; so you can
imagine how he is suffering now, and that is the main reason
for the reduced imports of cotton cloth." 1
If we realize that the present-day per capita consumption
of cotton fabrics in India is slightly over fifteen yards,
that nearly eighteen million people own just a piece of
cotton cloth not larger than an ordinary towel, that millions
of Indian women do not know what underclothes mean, and
that over twenty millions wrap themselves in a piece of
cloth that does not reach below the knees—if these facts
relating to the potential clothing requirements of the Indian
people are borne in mind and considered dispassionately
by India and Lancashire, both the countries will then at-
tempt to solve their difficulties not so much by waiting on
the doorstep of a Tariff Board as by organizing each and
every aspect of their industry. The main difficulty is that
certain tariffs imposed by the Government of India are
of a revenue character. Their reduction may be possible,
provided fresh sources of taxation are courageously explored
by the Governments under the new Constitution. At any
rate the ultimate advantage of lower prices for the Indian
consumer must be the first and foremost consideration of
the Federal Assembly.
We will now briefly review the terms of the Agreement
concluded between Lancashire and India.
Mr. S. S. Hammersley, M.P., a member of the Lan-
cashire Textile Mission to India, observed that
" the maintenance of the trade link in textiles between India
and the United Kingdom is of overwhelming importance to
the economic stability of Great Britain. ... It is the key-
1 See Asiatic Review, January 1934.

